
A True Mystical Documentary That Makes
People Wonder "Why Did She Cry?"

Virgin Mary Miracle book titled Why Did

She Cry

The true story behind the weeping Madonna, with a

unique perspective and firsthand accounts of the

religious phenomenon that captured hearts around

the world.

DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA, UNITED STATES,

January 8, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Patmos

Press, the noted publisher of Greek Orthodox

Holy Week books for over 60 years, announced

today the revitalization of that very important but

long-forgotten documentary which mainstream

media around the world published as breaking

news in 1960.

A beacon of spiritual literature for readers eager

to explore the profound and awe-inspiring

journey is chronicled by Father George Papadeas

in the captivating hardcover book "Why Did She

Cry" and being revisited of a miracle that the

passage of time forgot until now.

It is time that the younger generation experience

the Miraculous Weeping Madonna Story, to immerse themselves in the eye-witness account of

the weeping Madonna which was discovered on Long Island New York, and subsequently

brought to Saint Paul’s Greek Orthodox Cathedral in Hempstead, New York. Father George

invites one to discover the compelling narrative of faith, miracles, and divine intervention in this

impressive hard-cover book which takes the reader on an extraordinary exploration of the

divine.

One must delve into this historically captivating tale to be shared with all faiths, unveiling the

long neglected story behind the weeping Madonna, offering a unique perspective on the

religious phenomenon that captured hearts worldwide in 1960. The meticulous research and

firsthand accounts by Father Papadeas create a riveting narrative that transcends time, leaving

an indelible mark on the soul.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://patmospress.com/shop/why-did-she-cry/
https://patmospress.com/shop/why-did-she-cry/


Beyond being a valuable addition to any library, "Why Did She Cry" reminds us that history must

not be forgotten, especially by those who appreciate the intersection of faith, history, and

miracles that are so often reported in distant lands, but now here in the United States.

This compelling book serves as an inspiring reminder of the extraordinary, and encourages a

deeper understanding of faith and the miraculous, a true opportunity to embark on a spiritual

journey that will resonate for years to come, providing spiritual calm.

Elias Papadeas

Patmos Press
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